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The privacy landscape is expanding

GDPR expands our requirements
GDPR brings new requirements, as well as
reminding us of existing requirements.

Our implementation challenges

●

Next release with all the tools is very
close to the GDPR deadline

●

Data protection impact assessments

●

Heavy customisation = hard upgrade

●

Consent

●

Upgrading during term time is disruptive

●

Subject access requests

●

Lots of uncertainty about what’s needed

●

Deletion requests
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Good news, though!

A fair amount of this is not actually new
Most of the requirements of the GDPR are already EU
law.
●

●

●

The Data Protection Directive 1995 already
brings in things like consent, subject access
request and right to object
Lots of organisations already follow this even if
they don’t necessarily realise they are doing so
And Moodle is bringing tools to make
compliance easier, which is always welcome
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A world of data

We all have so much data
We need to identify where our data comes from
and how it gets into our platforms, but also where
it goes after that.
Most of this is actually visible in the admin areas:
●

Profile data

●

Log data

●

User registration / LDAP / SAML / etc.

●

Plugins that send/receive from third parties

●

LTI and MNET
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Moving data around

Data is transported around an awful lot
Beyond what is obviously visible in the admin area, data
can be created and moved around – especially with
plugins.
●

●

●

●

●

LTI and MNET are all about data moving around
Most plugins just record what the users provide,
e.g. quiz answers
Plugins may move data to third party servers...
some are obvious (BigBlueButton), some not so
much (Zoola, LRS implementations) – if in doubt,
ask!
Many plugins are clear and obvious, but some may
require a developer review
Don’t forget that SCORM packages can send and
receive data from third party servers too
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Consent

Consent for data use is a complicated issue
The GDPR (and its predecessor) talk about consent a
lot. It’s a big issue – but depending on what you do, you
might not need to do it.
●

●

●

If the Moodle is part of a wider learning
programme, it may well fall under the definition of
‘provided as condition of a service,’ e.g. for
collecting assignments and submitting to TurnItIn
Even if consent is not the basis for having user
data, publishing a policy document of what data
you collect/hold/use and what you do with it is
still a really good idea – it promotes transparency
and trust
Note that in theory a student could consent to
data use on Moodle but not to e.g. TurnItIn but in
practice, that would be part of the conditions of
the service
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Getting Consent

More than just getting an affirmative answer
Getting explicit consent is complicated, and more
formal than the existing requirements made it.
●

●

●

●

●

Privacy policy is essential
The site policy feature in Moodle is not sufficient
– MoodleHQ is currently working on an upgraded
version
There will be efforts to backport it once it is
finished (so upgrades will work smoothly in future)
In absence of better measures, manually taking
copies of site policy and tracking when the
changes were made will work
Getting updated consent is going to be painful
without good tools; users should be contacted
and an answer obtained either way
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Subject Access Requests – Right to Access / Remedy

Users asking for their data... but this isn’t new.
It’s actually been a requirement for the last twenty
years that a user can ask for their data. (It’s in the Data
Protection Directive)
●

●

●

●

●

Getting profile data is easy enough in most cases,
as is log data
Possible to get all other things manually, but is
time consuming, e.g. to scrape for forum posts
Don’t forget: you have 30 days to do this, and if
the user has a lot of data, you can ask for an
extension
If a user wants data changed, that’s also usually
doable through the interface too
The only real GDPR difference (at least in the UK)
is not being allowed to charge an admin fee
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Deletion Requests

Lots of debate about deletion
It’s the one topic that’s gotten most people riled
up.
●

●

●

Do you actually need to?
Many institutions will have legal
requirements to keep student records –
students can’t fail a couse then demand
removal to hide failure, for example
Putting that aside, there should be a data
retention policy that removes student data
after a period of time in any case
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Handling Deletion Requests

Challenges
●

●

●

Requests won’t necessarily come via
Moodle – you’ll need a manual
process to handle letters and general
emails anyway
Moodle’s delete-user function
doesn’t go far enough; user name
and email are left in the database, as
well as all the logs
There’s also all the connections
between courses and activities in the
database that potentially could be
used to re-identify a user
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Considerations
●

●

●

●

You will likely have to go through
the database manually, currently
there aren’t tools to handle this
Group content – forum posts, wiki
pages for example – needs to be
taken case by case: bulk deletion
will infringe on the rights of others
Much of that content will have to
be reviewed case by case anyway
Hard to identify which activities this
will apply to – may have to go
through enrolled courses

Going Forward

The future is bright
●

●

●

●

●

Moodle HQ is bringing tools to help with
compliance, and there will be efforts to backport
the changes – so far 3.3 and 3.4 support has been
on the agenda.
For people on 3.1 or 3.2, there will be efforts from
the wider community to make those plugins
available, but as we’ve seen, it’s possible to make
manual arrangements.
Supervisory authorities are available to provide
guidance – if in doubt, contact them
It’s OK to do it manually, even on paper if needed,
to start with
Consider if an upgrade over the summer break is
feasible, and do things manually until then
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What to do if...?

Need more help?
If you need more support...
●

●

●

Talk to the Moodle Partners, that’s what
we’re here for – some of the Moodle
Partners are offering compliance-specific
services too
Talk to other universities; we’re all in this
together, we all have these challenges,
and we can help solve them together
With compliance there are no ‘stupid
questions’, if in doubt raise the concern
and document it along with its outcome
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About me

Peter Spicer, PHP developer @ Catalyst
●

Helped implement ISO-9001, ISO-27001 and
now GDPR, as well as bespoke client solutions to
various problems

●

Zend Certified Engineer in PHP

●

Doesn’t get sleepy when reading legal texts

●

●

Around all three days at Moodlemoot UK/IE for
any questions you might have, technical or not
Email me at peter.spicer@catalyst-eu.net if you’d
like some advice, or consultation on larger issues
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